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“FEWER” BUSINESS STUDENTS LEFT BEHIND: USING KOLB’S MODEL OF LEARNING PREFERENCES IN AN UNDERGRADUATE LAW COURSE

by

Regina M. Robson*

INTRODUCTION

One of the most common syllabus objectives of the undergraduate business law course is to teach students to “think like lawyers” – a somewhat amorphous goal that ranges from evaluating the impact of law on business scenarios to the more ambitious aim of optimizing critical thinking skills. Beyond the explicit objective to teach students to “think like lawyers,” is the implicit assumption that business students will also “learn like lawyers” – that they will adopt the learning style, and adapt to teaching style, that predominates in law schools.

This article examines how particular learning preferences impact both the study – and teaching – of law at the undergraduate level. Specifically, it describes the learning styles identified by educational psychologist, David Kolb, and explores how the learning preferences of students and faculty may impact undergraduate business law classes. It argues that in order to accommodate the diverse learning styles characteristic of an undergraduate population, instructors in law must be willing to diverge from their preferred teaching styles and incorporate pedagogical
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techniques that accommodate diverse learning preferences. The article also suggests pedagogical approaches that might be used to reach students whose preferred learning method is not congruent with the learning preference dominant among law students and law professors. The paper concludes that a conscious consideration of both learning preferences – and teaching preferences – can ensure that in the race to enhance critical thinking skills, “fewer” business students are left behind.

LEARNING STYLES: LEARNING HOW WE LEARN

Learning Preferences

There are few areas in pedagogy literature of greater interest – or controversy – than the topic of what constitutes “real” learning.¹ Educational theory posits distinct hierarchies of learning - a progression that involves not only the ability to recall information, but the capability of analyzing it, integrating it and ultimately synthesizing it to solve problems and generate new insights.²

Contrary to popular belief, a number of attributes affect a person’s penchant for learning; “being smart” is not enough. The quality of learning – whether information is “absorbed” and whether it is sufficiently integrated to be available for innovation or problem solving - is affected by a number of attributes including but not limited to personality, intelligence, social motivation, instructional environment and information management preferences.³

Although evidence suggests that personality and intelligence are relatively constant throughout life,⁴ the literature does suggest that the methods by which individuals prefer to “manage” information – how they acquire it and process it - are more fluid and can be affected by pedagogical techniques⁵ and the student’s subjective understanding of “how they learn best.”⁶
The definition of “Learning Style” is somewhat elastic, encompassing not only how individuals learn, but also how they prefer to learn. Since most determinations of learning style are based on self-assessment, it is more accurate to think of learning style as a preference, rather than a imperative. As one commentator noted, “Each individual will adopt an approach to learning with which they are most comfortable and in doing so leave behind the approaches with which they are less comfortable.”

While individuals frequently utilize more than one learning style depending on the task, a student’s meta-cognitive awareness of her dominant learning style can affect classroom engagement and academic success.

If there is no consensus about how to define a preferred learning style, there is even less agreement on how best to describe such preferences. Scholarly literature posits the existence of numerous “models” for distinguishing learning preferences. Theories abound, buttressed by research in psychology, neuroscience, and the front-line experience of teachers. Although such theories are not necessarily mutually exclusive, there is no overarching framework to unite such disparate theories. Moreover, there is significant academic criticism of the instruments used to determine learning styles. Many of the instruments rely on self-identification as a basis for determining learning preferences, with limited empirical research to determine if there is a correlation between self-proclaimed learning style and the student’s actual mode of learning. Another source of criticism is the sale of measurement instruments accompanied by consulting opportunities for the proponents of such instruments.

Beyond issues of data validation and potential conflict of interest, the most potentially pernicious risk of the adoption of a learning style model is the “pigeon-hole effect” — the risk that students will be seen only as intuitives, visual learners, kinesthetics or a host of other “types.” Such
ham-handed applications ignore not only the individuality of students but also ignore the use of models as indicative of a preference – not an immutable characteristic.

Despite these shortcomings, however, a conscious consideration of different learning styles – albeit imprecisely defined – benefits students. A study that examined the relationship between learning styles and academic success found that students who were cognizant of their own learning style had higher grade point averages than students who were not aware of their learning preferences. Understanding what techniques “feel comfortable” can offer students the opportunity to adjust the manner in which they study and how they approach a task.

Research also suggests that teaching techniques that acknowledge and engage different learning modalities benefit all students, not only those students whose learning preference is disparate from the predominant learning style of the class. During the process of learning, individuals cycle through different phases of learning: experiencing, reflecting, analyzing and applying information. “Deep learning” occurs only when individuals venture out from their preferred learning styles and use multiple modes of information acquisition and processing.

The Kolb Learning Model

Teachers seeking to adopt pedagogical techniques that resonate with students with diverse learning styles face practical challenges. The nature of some disciplines dictates that a particular learning style will predominate. Moreover, research suggests that instructors tend to teach using techniques which are compatible with the instructor’s own learning style. Consequently, instructors benefit from understanding both the learning styles of their students and their own learning preferences.
The Kolbian model of learning preferences provides a practical “lens” through which to understand learning modalities and to evaluate pedagogical techniques. The Kolb model is a refinement of experiential learning theory—a pedagogical theory that posits that learning occurs when an individual transforms experience into knowledge. For Kolb and other experiential learning theorists, learning is the result of “grasping and transforming experience.”

Individuals have preferred methods for “grasping and transforming” information (collectively “information management”). Both are critical for true learning to occur. In Kolbian terms, an individual’s preferred method of information acquisition occurs along a continuum (the “Perception Continuum”) that runs from Abstract Conceptualization (“AC”) through Concrete Experience (“CE”). At one end of the continuum, CE, are students whose preferred method for acquiring information is sensory and intuitive, rather than reflective. For such students information acquisition may be influenced by feelings about the professor, the class or the work group. Simply stated, “CE learners focus on the people portion of learning.”

In contrast to CE learners, AC students are “theorists” who acquire information by organizing and categorizing it. While adept at classifying information, AC learners may have difficulty applying theory to practice.

“Processing” information is as important as acquiring information and also proceeds along a continuum (the “Processing Continuum). “Processing” information is characterized by internalization, making it available for generating new insights and problem solving. In Kolb’s model, an individual’s preferred mode of processing extends from Active Experimentation (“AE”) through Reflective Observation (“RO”). Similar to CE students who acquire information through hands-on experiences, AE learners gain deeper appreciation of information through application and
They are application driven and learn best through an iterative process of “discovery.” Conversely, RO learners prefer to process information by “watching” rather than doing. Such learners generally require ample time for reflection as they try to structure a theory that accommodates the information they have observed.

Student preferences for acquiring and processing information are not interdependent. For example, a student whose preferred mode of acquiring information might be through a tactile experience, might nonetheless internalize such information through the process of reflection rather than experimentation. Kolbian theorists typically present these options in graph form, with the Perception Continuum plotted on the “y” axis and the Processing Continuum plotted on the “x” axis.

The quadrants formed by graphing of the Perception Continuum and the Processing Continuum describe four discrete learning styles, which Kolb identifies as Assimilating, Converging, Diverging and Accommodating.

Assimilating learners are “thinker-watchers” combining a preference for Reflective Observation and Abstract Conceptualization. Such students are typically analytic learners, who absorb and process information sequentially.
They tend to be less interested in people and more interested in ideas and abstract concepts. Assimilators tend to ask the question “what” and benefit from time to reflect. In a classroom, they are copious note takers and may find discussion distracting. They are adept at ordering and categorizing information in a logical framework. Because they tend to focus on logic rather than social interactions, Assimilating learners may create solutions that are hard to implement.

A student with a Converging learning style prefers to acquire information through thinking and reflection (AC) and process it through active experimentation (AE). Convergers gather information through trial and error in the context of specific problems. Dubbed “thinker-doers,” such learners are application focused, valuing the use of theories, not for their own sake, but in the context of problem solving. Less interested in people or interpersonal interaction, these learners prefer simulations, laboratory assignments and practical applications.

An individual with a Diverging learning style prefers to acquire information through concrete experience and process it through reflective observation. Kolb labels this style as “diverging” because such learners tend to function best in situations requiring idea generation and out-of-the-box thinking. Divergers frequently ask, “why?” and prefer to see how new material relates to other information. Such students are motivated to learn only when they understand the purpose of the learning. They prefer to work in groups and benefit from personal feedback.

Individuals with an Accommodating learning style both acquire and process information through hands-on experiences. They are action oriented and sometimes eschew logical analysis – to the chagrin of Assimilators - relying instead on intuition or on other people as a source of information. Accommodating Learners frequently ask “what if” and focus on applying information to solve
problems. In the classroom, such learners prefer to collaborate with classmates, do field work and test out different approaches to problem solving.

While Kolbian theory posits the existence of preferred learning styles, it rejects the notion that such preferences are static. To the contrary, Kolb argues that experiential learning occurs only when an individual “touches all the bases” by revisiting knowledge through all modes of information acquisition and processing. In Kolbian theory, effective problem solving occurs when an individual fully integrates the four learning modalities. Consequently, pedagogical techniques that encourage students to explore all learning styles benefit all students, not just those with the non-dominant learning style.

Learning Like Lawyers

The few studies that examine the correlation of learning styles with law school populations have found that Assimilating and Converging learners predominate over Accommodating and Diverging learners, despite the fact that there is some evidence to suggest that the Accommodating learning style is the predominant style within the population as a whole.

If Assimilating and Converging learning styles predominate among law students, it should also be no surprise that the front of the classroom is usually occupied by an instructor whose learning style mirrors that of the class. In a recent survey eighty-one percent of law school faculty were identified as Assimilating learners and nineteen percent as Converging learners. No law school faculty member represented any other learning style. Not surprisingly, an analysis of the syllabi of the law courses offered at the same university contains language that suggests an emphasis on reflection and abstract conceptualization over concrete experiences and active experimentation. Only twenty-five percent of the course
syllabi included projects or exercises that suggested information acquisition through Active Experimentation and only six of the forty-four courses relied on pedagogical techniques emphasizing Concrete Experience as a mode of information acquisition.\textsuperscript{74}

The research on law schools has interesting implications for teaching law as part of an undergraduate curriculum. While the author has found no study examining undergraduate business law courses, it is not an illogical extrapolation to assume that law school trained professors teaching at the undergraduate level have a similar learning preference to their colleagues who teach at law schools.

Considering the learning preferences of faculty is not simply an “academic” exercise. There is research to suggest that students’ academic performance is better when their learning styles are congruent with that of their instructors.\textsuperscript{75} This may present challenges when teaching law at the undergraduate level where presumably the learning preferences of the student population differ from the style predominant in law school. While survey data conducted on MBA students suggests that graduate business students have learning styles similar to law students,\textsuperscript{76} such data is not necessarily representative of undergraduate business majors whose career choices may be more fluid or for the undergraduate population as a whole.

While some studies found that as in law school, Assimilators predominated in business schools,\textsuperscript{77} other studies of undergraduate business students found that Convergers were most common followed closely by Assimilators and Divergers.\textsuperscript{78} Moreover, within various business majors, a particular style might predominate. For example, one study reported that the Converging style predominated among accounting majors.\textsuperscript{79} Assimilators were found to be the predominant style among finance majors;\textsuperscript{80} other studies found Divergers\textsuperscript{81} and Accommodators prevalent among marketing and sales
professionals. A pedagogy that may be adequate – or even preferred – for teaching law students and other Assimilators may ignore students whose learning style is Accommodating or Diverging.

*Learning Like Art Students*

Is a pedagogy focused on Assimilators and Convergers fundamentally different from teaching aimed at Divergers and Accommodators? A comparison of pedagogical approaches in a graduate management class with the techniques used in an art class is illuminating. Accommodating and Diverging learning styles are the predominate learning styles both among art students and art instructors. In contrast, the MBA classroom, like the law school class, is dominated by instructors whose preferred learning style is Assimilating and Converging.

MBA courses were described as “text-driven,” focusing on materials that “deliver an authoritative scientific discourse.” Classes were described as “discursive” - with each topic being treated sequentially with little “doubling back.” Instructor emphasis was on “telling,” emphasizing theory over demonstration. Sections were also described as “batched,” with limited individualized feedback.

In contrast, classes for art students were described as “demo-practice-production-critique;” “recursive;” “showing;” and “individualized.” Art classes frequently took an “inside-out” approach, with students experiencing multiple aspects of a subject simultaneously. Classes were distinguished by individualized attention and feedback.

**TEACHING STRATEGIES**

Comparing pedagogic techniques at the extreme – it is difficult to imagine two more diverse disciplines that art and
business – suggests some interesting strategies to reach more students in the legal environment class.

Pedagogy scholarship is replete with descriptions of mock trials, contract drafting exercises or service learning courses designed to make students participants in their own learning. Whether presented in the Kolbian “language” or under the more general rubric of “active learning,” such techniques, by requiring “hands-on” activity, group work, or real world applications are likely to have strong appeal for Divergers and Accommodators. However, courses at the undergraduate level rarely have time for more than one active learning exercise. Such techniques may engage diverse learners temporarily, only to leave them floundering when the class returns to the more assimilating/converging approach. It may be more beneficial – and more sustainable – to “drizzle” approaches geared to such learners throughout each topic. In a series of small adjustments, faculty may be able to engage – and retain – students whose learning preferences are frequently unaddressed. A small sampling of techniques might serve to encourage new approaches to teaching; each has the virtue of being easy to implement and adaptable to large classes.

Learning Like an “Arts” Major: A conscious effort to “import” the liberal arts into the business law classroom can pay dividends. Presenting cases as “stories” whose endings have been determined by the courts can engage the “people focus” of Divergers and Accommodators. “Rehumanizing” parties by using names rather than the procedural labels of “plaintiff” and “defendant,” and providing a “backstory” may engage emotion and provide context for legal principles. Literature can also illuminate cases, helping students to understand the underlying values that animate the law. Even “war stories” and personal anecdotes can help students relate to material.

Drawing Pictures: If a picture truly is worth a thousand words, “diagraming” concepts in law could prove
remarkably efficient. Professor Jacobson provides a graphic
description of a “properly pleaded complaint” under Section
8(a) of the rules of Civil Procedure and taps into another
way of learning. Utilizing cases or examples with a strong
visual component can also help students whose preferred
method for information acquisition is visual or tactile. Even the ubiquitous PowerPoint can become “art” by
adding color, diagrams and sound.

Use Media: Harness music and song in service of the
law. Professor Mark DeAngelis, for example, has mined the
creative and visual arts for examples that illustrate legal
concepts. Law “lessongs” reinforce the definitions of
legal terms through a combination of rhyme, music and
humor that appeals to all learning styles. It is hard to
imagine the concept of a holder in due course being
interesting, but the Holder in Due Course Blues explains the
concept in a way that is accessible and meaningful to
undergraduates.

Eat, Drink and Move Around: Researchers found that
over twenty-five percent of law students preferred to eat or
drink when learning something new. While such
accommodations are not always feasible in the classroom,
allowing students to snack may create a relaxed
environment conducive to learning while helping students to
maintain energy levels. Learners who acquire
information from concrete experiences and process it
through active experimentation frequently benefit from field
trips and interviews. Yet, even brief periods of mobility –
the use of short breaks or the ability to move to different
workstations within a classroom– can help to anchor the
attention of active learners.

Assign Homework: Periodic assignments, both
developmental and graded, offer instructors a way to
incorporate exercises which appeal to diverse learners –
without “betting the house” that a particular project will
have a disproportionate impact on grades. Assignments
offer a consistent, recurring way to reach students whose learning styles do not mirror those of the class; they offer instructors a way to “road test” a technique and evaluate its efficacy; and they provide all learners – both faculty and student – with an opportunity to “try on” a new way of acquiring and processing information.

Explicitly Acknowledge Diverse Learning Styles: A simple acknowledgement both at the beginning of the semester and throughout the year that students do have different learning preferences can encourage students to evaluate – and potentially adjust – their learning strategies. Asking students how they “like” to learn and prodding them to devise ways to use their preferred techniques carries benefits beyond the legal classroom. In a class evaluation, one student commented, “I don’t like reading but drawing diagrams was helpful.”

CONCLUSION

Despite the plethora of scholarly discussion on the existence and contours of learning preferences, the overarching question remains: “so what?” There is significant disagreement about what – if anything – instructors should do to accommodate student learning styles. While faculty may give lip-service to the notion that pictures speak as effectively as text, for lawyers raised on the casebook method and Socratic inquiry, all other approaches may be “legal analysis lite.” Moreover, precious class time and resources could be wasted in inept, efforts to “appease” a particular learning style. However, if the overarching purpose of every course is to expose students to multi-layered learning, to lead them beyond discrete “factoids” to transformational knowledge, then exposing students to different modes of learning becomes paramount. To teach law at the undergraduate level requires not only good lawyers, but also committed teachers. Research suggests that students – and presumably professors – actually become “more proficient” learners to the extent that
they are exposed to new learning mechanisms.\textsuperscript{109} Incorporating exercises, however small, that consistently expose students to all four methods of information management can guide students toward higher-order learning.\textsuperscript{110}

Ultimately, whether faculty chooses to adapt pedagogical techniques aimed at diverse learning styles goes to the core of an instructor’s personal educational philosophy. However, even absent any accommodation, an understanding of both student \textit{and} faculty learning preferences can help create a more empathetic and respectful learning environment. The unrelieved use of a teaching style incompatible with a student’s preferred learning style may create barriers to learning. It may be that students “don’t get it,” not because of a lack of intelligence or diligence, but because they simply do not speak the same “language” as the instructor. Even if the ultimate goal is to teach students a new “language” for learning, it is of inestimable value if the professor is able to speak - or at least recognize - the native tongue. While it may not be possible to engage all students on a consistent basis, an appreciation of learning preferences will ensure that, if not all, at least \textit{fewer} business students will be “left behind.”
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